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1. Introduction and main results
Let U C Rd, d > 3, U open (not necessarily bounded), and let dx denote
Lebesgue measure on U. Below all functions are supposed to be real-valued. Let
a[f, b\n\ d[n\ c<n) G L\OC(U\ dx), 1 < i, j < d, n G Nu{oo} satisfying the following
conditions:
(1.1) There exists δ G]0, OO[ such that for all n G N U {oo} and cfo-a.e. x e U
d d
Σ
 ai?(χ)tej ^δΣ£for a 1 16, . ,^ e R.
(1.2) There exists M G [0, oo[ such that for all n G N and dx-a.e. x eU
(1.3) There exist p^, pd,i, p
c
 G [d, oo], 1 < i < d, such that for all n G N U {00}
Note that (1.1) is a condition only on the symmetric part of {aij)i<ij<d Conditions
(1.1)-(1.3) allow to construct the corresponding coercive closed forms (cf. e.g. [3,
Chap. I, Sect. 2]) as follows. Let Cg°(U) denote the set of all infinitely differentiable
functions with compact support in U. Fix n G N U {00} and set <% :=
1 < i < d. Define
d
 r
 d
 r
(1.4) Eκ ΊW, v) := > / diudjva)-jdx+ > / udόV d) 'dx
;u,v€CZ°(U).
i=i
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For a e]0, oo[ set
E.g. by [4, Theorem 2.2] we know that there exists a
n
 G]0,OO[ such that ( f t " ,
c
o°(u)) i s closable on L2(U; dx) and its closure (s£},D(E$)) is a coercive closed
form on L2(U; dx) in the sense of [3, Chap. I, Definition 2.4]. It is well—known (and
can e.g. easily be extracted from the proof of [4, Theorem 2.2], or more precisely
from the proof of the underlying [6, Theorem 1.7]) that there exist η
n
 E]0, OO[ such
that for all u,veCg°(U)
(1.5)
(1-6) T n Ή M < ^ ( « » « ) 1 / 2 < 7n|«|l,2
Here | |i,2 is the norm on the classical Sobolev space H0J (U dx) of order 1 in
L2(U; dx), defined as the completion of CQ°(U) w.r.t. | |i}2 which is given by
\u\2h2 := ] Γ ((diu)2dx+ I u2dx TX G CJ°(Ϊ7).
In particular, D{E^) = H^2(U,dx) and (1.5), (1.6) hold for all u G H^2(U;dx).
REMARK 1.1. η
n
 in (1.5), (1.6) only depends on α
n
,δ,M and the Lp-norms
of b[n\ ^ n ) , c^n\ 1 < i < d, (cf. condition (1.3)). This can also be seen e.g. from
the respective proofs in [4], [6] mentioned above. In particular, α
n
 and η
n
 can be
chosen to be independent of n, if all the Lp-norms in condition (1.3) are bounded
uniformly in n.
Let (L
ctri,D(Lctn)), (T α τ ι ? t ) t > 0 be the generator resp. the strongly continuous
contraction semigroup associated with (SS^\D(S^)) (cf. e.g. [3, Chap. I., Sect.
2]). Define
(1.7) Tt{n) := e^Tα^u t > 0,
(1.8) L<n> := L
αn
 + α
n
, D(L^) := D(L
αn
).
Then (Z/n),£>(Z/n)) generates ( T t ( n ) ) t > 0 (on L2(U;dx)).
REMARK 1.2.
i) Obviously, ( l / n \ D(L^)) and ( T t ( n ) ) ί > 0 are independent of the special choice
of α
n
.
ii) Informally, we have for u e CQ°(U) that
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(1.9) L^u = Σ diia^dj + 4n))u - £ b\n)diU - c<n>u.
Though (1.9) is very suggestive, it is, of course, informal since CQ°(U) will in
general not be a subset of D(L^).
iii) Note that e.g. by [3, Chap. I, Theorem 2.20] Γt(n)/ e D(είnJ) = H^2(U;dx)
for all f eL2(U;dx), t > 0.
Let n E N U {oo} and let (Gα )
α
>α
n
 be the strongly continuous resolvent
associated with (T^)t>0 on L2(U;dx), i.e., for a > an
(1.10) G^f:=Γe-atTt(n)fdt, f e L2(U;dx),
Jo
(where the integral is a Bochner integral in L2(U;dx)). Note that for a > a
n
 and
(1.11) GW/ J
and 4 n ) (Gi n ) J>) = (/,*) = 4 n ) ( ^ i n ) / ) for all * e
(cf. e.g. [3, Chap. L, Theorem 2.8] and recall (1.7)). Here for a densely defined
operator (T,D(T)) on L2(U;dx) we denote its adjoint by (f,JD(f)).
Consider for 1 < i,j < d the following conditions:
(1.12) α£> ^ o o αjΓ0 = : α ^ ώ " a e o n U '
(1.13) b^
 n
3Γt» 6iO O ) = : ^ weakly* in LPb- (t/; da:).
(1.14) ^ n ) ^ o o d j 0 0 * =: ^ weakly* in L^(U;dx).
(1.15) c ( n )
n
-zrί»c
( o o )
 =: c weakly* in LPc/2(U',dx).
Now we can formulate the main results of this paper.
Theorem 1.3. Suppose that for 1 <ij <d conditions (1.12), (1.13), and (1.15)
are satisfied and that
(1.16) d\n* — di
 n
"ZΓ^o 0 weakly* in LPd^ (U; dx), for all 1 < i < d.
Then there exists a0 G]0, CXD[ such that for all a > a0 and all f e L2(U; dx) :
(i) ^ / n ^ o G l r 1 / =: GQ/ andG^fn^ooG^f =: Gα/
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weakly in Ho'2(U]dx)]
(ϋ) G i n ) /
n
^ o o G α / ίn L2{U dx) ,
and hence for allt>0
REMARK 1.4.
(i) We use the notion "weakly*" rather than "weakly" since p ^ , pd,i, Pc can be
equal to +00. Clearly, if we assume (1.14) then (1.16) holds if d^
 n
~z^
oo
di
in dx-measure for all 1 < i < d. Note that (1.16), of course, implies (1.14).
(ii) Note that the last part of Theorem 1.3 (ii) is trivial, since (as is well-known
and quite easy to prove) that strong convergence of strongly continuous con-
traction semigroups, (such as e~atT^
 n
-z^
oo
e~
OίtTt,t > 0, in our case) is
equivalent to the strong convergence of their associated resolvents, (cf. e.g. [5,
Satz 1.7]).
(iii) If conditions (1.12), (1.14), and (1.15) hold and if, in addition,
(1.17) b[n) - bi
 n
3Γ+
oo
 0 weakly* in LPb^ (U; dx) for all 1 < i < d,
then by duality the assertion in part (i) of Theorem 1.3 still holds while part
(ii) holds with all operators replaced by their adjoints on L2(U;dx).
By Rellich's compact embedding theorem we get the following as an immediate
consequence of Theorem 1.3 (i).
Corollary 1.5. Suppose the U is bounded and that conditions (1.12)-(1.15)
and (1.16) or (1.17) hold. Then there exists a0 e]0, oo[ such that for all a > α0,
t > 0, both T t
( n )
 n
z ^ o Tt andG^ n^Γoo
 G<* strongly on L2(U; dx). The same holds
for their adjoints on L2{JJ\dx).
As another consequence we obtain:
Corollary 1.6. Assume that (1.12) holds and that for alll<i<d, & n)
n
ΊTt>o b%
in LPb^(U;dx), af1'
 n
~z^
oo
di in LPd^(U;dx), andc^ —> c in LPc/2(U\dx). Then:
i) There exists a0 e]0, 00[ such that for all f G L2(U] dx) and a > a0,
G
a f n~^T* G Q / and GJJ1 /n~ZΓ>ooGOίf in i/0' (U°,dx).
ii) For allt>0 and all f e L2(U; dx)
Tt
{n)f
 n
^
oo
Ttf and ft{n)fnz^ooftf in H^2{U;dx).
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Our proofs of all results above are purely analytic. They are presented in the next
section. Theorem 1.3 extends a result by D.W. Stroock (cf. [7, Theorem II.3.13],
where the case where U = Rd, c = 0, d\n) = 0, phji = oo for all 1 < i < d, n G N,
was treated and the b\n\ 1 < i < d, n G N, were assumed to be uniformly bounded.
In contrast to Stroock's our proofs are not based on heat kernel estimates. Finally,
we note that we expect that by virtue of [8], [9] the results in this paper extend
to the case of time-dependent coefficients (again without any uniform boundedness
assumptions).
2. Proofs
Proof of Theorem 1.3. (i) For q G [l,oo] let || | | g denote the usual norm
in Lq(U;dx). By the conditions and Remark 1.1, a
n
 and η
n
 can be chosen to be
independent of n, i.e., η
n
 =: 70 > 0 and a := α 0 > 0 for all n G N U {00}, say. In
particular, for all a > a0
s u p | α G £ n ) | =:C
a
 < 00
where || || denotes operator norm on L2(U;dx). Hence by (1.11)
(2.1) ε£\GWf,G<£>f) = (/,CW/) < α^Cαll/lβ.
Fix / G L2(U; dx), a > a0. Since ηn = 70 for all n G N, (1.6) and (2.1) imply that
(2.2) sup =:C <oo.
Then by the Banach-Alaoglu theorem there exists a subsequence (rik)keN and Gf G
HQ'2(U;<1X) such that
G^ft-^Gf weakly in H^2(U;dx).
So, it remains to show that Gf = G
a
f. For simplicity of notation we replace (rik)keN
again by {n)
ne
^ and, since ((?« f)
n
eN converges (strongly) in L2(V;dx) for every
open ball V in U by Rellich's theorem, we may also assume that
(2.3) G^f^Gf dx-a.e..
CLAIM 1. Let υ G Cg°(U). Then
lim [£
a
(v, G^f) - S^n\v, G^f)} = 0.
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Suppose Claim 1 has been proven. Then by the weak convergence of (Ga /)n<=N i
H^2(U;dx) and (1.5), (1.6) it follows that
ε
a
(v,Gf) = lim ε
a
(v,GWf)= lim
n)oo n » o on—»o
for all v G CQ°(U), hence G
a
f = Gf and the proof is complete.
To prove Claim 1 note that for n G N
(2.4) ε
a
(v,GWf)-εin\υ,Gln)f)
d
(atj-a^divajGMfdx + Σ (di-^vdiGMfdx
lJ i=lJ
d
 r r
Σ / & - b[n))diυG^fdx + / (c - cW)vGM
i = l
By the Cauchy—Schwarz inequality and (2.2) the first summand converges to zero
as n —> oo because of Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem.
Let us recall that by Sobolev's Lemma if λ := (22/3(d - l))/((d - 2)d1/2), then
for all u G C0°°(C/)
|Vu|
l / 2
(cf. e.g. [2, Theorem 1.7.1]). For K := supp υ (2.2) and (2.5) imply that {G^f
n G N} is uniformly d/(d — 2)—integrable on if w.r.t. dx. Hence by (2.3)
(2.6) G£>f
 n
~z^
oo
 Gf in L ^ (if; dx).
Since for ali i G {1,..., d}
sup μ>, < oo
n
 II \\Ld/*(K\dx)
and
sup c^W < oo
n \\Ld/2(K;dx)
(because pd?; > d > d/2 and pc > d/2), it follows that both of1' n~^ΌO h and
c
( n )
n
-zrtχ) c weakly* in Ldl2{K\dx). Hence (2.6) implies that both the third and
fourth summand on the right hand side of (2.4) converge to zero. To prove that the
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same holds for the second, fix i e {1,..., d} and note that
1/2
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(d
τ
-d^)2v2
l / 2
Hence by (2.2) it is sufficient to realize that by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
(applied to the measure \d{ — d}1 >\v2dx)
/ (di - 4n))2v2dx <
v
2dx di- d\n) v2dx
and to recall that by (1.16)
because pd,i > d > 3, and suppi? is compact,
3
}0 weakly* in L
Pd
^(U;dx) and thus,
sup
r(n)
OO.
Now Claim 1 is proved. To show that also G& f
 n
we note that by (1.11) for all n e N
weakly in H
o
' (U; dx)
So, as above
sup 1,2
=: C < oo
and
weakly in i7o'2(i7; dx), hence weakly in L2(ί/; dx)
for some subsequence (nfc)fcGN and some Gf e Hl'2(U\dx). Again we only have
to show that Gf = G
a
f. But we know that G^f
 n
~z^
oo
GOLf weakly in L2{U\dx),
hence G4n)/
n
^Γt>o G<*f weakly in L2(C/; cfc), so
G
a
f = Gf,
and the proof of assertion (i) is complete.
(ii) By Remark 1.4 (i) it suffices to prove the first statement.
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CLAIM 2. Let f
n
 e L2(U; dx), neN, such that f
n n
-z^
oo
 0 weakly in L2(U; dx).
Then
i n o
2(U; dx).
Suppose Claim 2 has been proven, then for a > α 0 (where a0 is as in assertion (i)),
f eL2(U-,dx) and all n e N
«\G^f - G
a
f)fdx.
By part (i) the first summand converges to | |G
α
/| |2 while by Claim 2 the second
summand converges to zero. Using part (i) again we conclude that
To prove the claim, by (1.6) and Remark 1.1 as well as (2.2) it suffices to show that
lim £
a
(v,G^f
n
) = 0 for all υ € Cg°(£/)
n—> oo
So, let v e Cg°(£/), then by (1.11)
^α(f, Gin)/n) = («, /„) + S
a
(v, G^f
n
) - ε£\υ, G^f
n
).
So, it remains to be shown that
lim (ε
a
(y, G^f
n
) - Sin\v, G™f
n
)) = 0.
n—UDO
But
By (2.1) (Gα/
n
)nGN is bounded in H^2(U;dx), hence by exactly the same argu-
ments as in the proof of Claim 1 (with K := suppv) we obtain that
in L^(K dx)
for some h G H^2{U\dx). Now also the rest of the proof of Claim 2 is entirely
analogous to that of Claim 1.
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Thus the proof of assertion (ii) is complete. D
Proof of Corollary 1.6. (i) Let a0 e]0, oo[ be as in Theorem 1.3. Fix a > a0
and / G L2(U; dx). Then by Remark 1.1 (cf. the beginning of the proof for Theorem
1.3) it suffices to prove
(2.7) lim £<>>(<#>/ - G
a
f, G™f - G
a
f) = 0,
n—> oo
since by duality the same then holds for G
α
/, G& f, n G N. But by applying (1.11)
twice we have for all n G N
d
f - G
a
f)dx
Σ / (fc - bin))θiG
a
f(G^f - G
a
f)dx
c - cW)G
a
f(GWf - G
a
f)dx.
Since by Theorem 1.3, G£n )/
n
^Γoo G
a
f weakly in H^2(U]dx), it is clear that the
first summand converges to zero as n —> oo. To see that the same is true for the
others we only have to realize that after applying Holder's inequality we have to
deal with integrals of type
:
= J 9W
n
dx,
where g
n
 —• 0 in LP(U; dx), p G [d, oo[, τi
n
 G HQJ2(U; dx) such that sup
n
 |un|1 ? 2 < °°
But using Holder's inequality and (2.5) we obtain that
d/p
2(p-d)
< ll?y II p \\a \\2\2d/P 17i |
— l l U n | |2 HiM| |p Λ \Un\l,2 '
hence /
n n
Z7t>o ^  a n (^ t n e PΓ0°f °f assertion (i) is complete.
(ii) E.g. by [1, Theorem 3.4 (iii)], (1.6) and Remark 1.1 it follows that
(Tj )
nGN is a strongly continuous semigroup on Hl'
2(U\dx) and that (Gα ) Q > α o
is the associated resolvent. Hence assertion (ii) follows by Remark 1.4 (ii). D
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